Ecoflex™ foam systems give products the ultimate in comfort.

Mattress and pillow manufacturers can rely on ecoflex flexible foam systems to deliver the comfort consumers demand. Our ecomate® blowing agent technology provides a broad range of firmness options and wider processing latitude in bedding and comfort foams, including:

- Viscoelastic foams
- High resiliency (HR) foams
- Hypersoft foams
- Polyurethane gels
- Slabstock foams

Ecoflex systems are created using our ecomate blowing agent technology. Ecomate, with zero global warming potential (GWP), has been US EPA SNAP approved since 2003, making it the first and most proven alternative to HFC blowing agents.


Ecoflex foam systems aren’t just better for the environment...they also help you make better products. No matter what type of comfort or bedding products you manufacture, ecoflex can provide the attributes consumers want:

- Plush hand feel
- Excellent resiliency
- Long-term durability
- High flexibility and elasticity
- Antimicrobial and flame retardant treatments available